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22 January 2001

SFE CIRCULAR: NO. 08/01

PROPOSED INTRODUCTION OF A BLOCK TRADE FACILITY FOR SPI 200™
FUTURES CONTRACTS

1.0 Introduction

1.1 In response to customer demand, SFE proposes to introduce a Block Trade
Facility (“BTF”) effective late February 2001.  The BTF is designed to complement
the SYCOM® markets, which continue to be the primary method for trading
Exchange products.  Initially, the BTF will only be available for SPI 200™ futures
contracts.

1.2 All SFE Participants should note that the proposed introduction of the BTF is
still subject to regulatory non-disallowance. The Exchange will advise Participants
once regulatory “sign-off” is received. In addition, the Exchange will also issue a
Market Practice Note in respect of the BTF at that time.

2.0 Purpose of the Block Trading Facility

2.1 Similar to the existing Exchange-For-Physical trading mechanism, the BTF is an
entirely off-market – i.e. non-SYCOM® – trading facility.

2.2 This decision to introduce a BTF stems from the requirements of Full Participants
(“Participants”) and their clients for immediacy and certainty of price and execution
when transacting large volume business.

2.3 The BTF should provide additional business opportunities for Participants and there
should be little or no diminution of the role of the existing automated trading systems.

3.0 Important Information

3.1 Participants should note that the prohibitions under Trading Rules TR.17.1(c)(v)
(Withholding in Order to Cross), TR.18 (Disclosure of Information) and TR.19 (Pre-
arrangement), will not apply to transactions executed pursuant to the Trading Rules
for Block Trades.

3.2 As an off-market trading facility, the BTF will not interact with the SYCOM®
market. Participants should therefore note that Block Trades will not affect any
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open/high/low/close/volume information in the SYCOM® market nor will Block
Trade prices be used for settlement purposes. However, Block Trade volumes will be
included in all Exchange market data reporting.

4.0 Principal Conditions of Use

4.1 During the Block Trade approval process, the Exchange will primarily focus on four
elements of the proposed transaction:

4.1.1 All proposed transactions must be equal to or greater than the prescribed
volume threshold for the applicable contract.  Specifically, all SPI 200™
futures Block Trades must be equal to or greater than 500 lots per leg.

4.1.2 All executing Participants must inform the Exchange, via the SYCOM®
message facility, immediately after agreement of all details of the Block Trade.
All Participants to the trade then have a further 5 minutes from that initial
advice, to fax a completed official Block Trade form to the Exchange.

4.1.3 Whilst Participants have full discretion to determine the price of a Block
Trade, all transaction prices must be ‘fair and reasonable’.  It is the
Participants responsibility to be satisfied that the price quoted for the proposed
Block Trade is ‘fair and reasonable’, by taking into account a range of factors
including, for example, the size of the transaction, the inherent
volume/liquidity of the contract in question and market conditions generally.
However, the Exchange reserves the right not to authorise the trade if it is
deemed to fall outside what is ‘fair and reasonable’.

4.1.4 No Block Trades will be permitted in those contract months with five business
days or less to expiry.  Furthermore, Block Trades are not permitted in those
expiry month(s) of a contract(s) which have never traded.

5.0 Further Information

5.1 For additional information on the BTF, please refer to the attached Summary
Information in Appendix One or contact: 

All trading/execution enquiries: David Raper – Deputy Manager, Trading
Operations
(02) 9256 0554

General enquiries: Martyn Wild – Manager, Equity Products
(02) 9256 0178
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Appendix One
SFE Block Trade Facility – Summary Information

Trading
Hours

All Block Trades to be organised and reported within normal contract trading hours.

Required
Information

Participant mnemonic, contract, contract month(s)/year(s), price (of individual legs),
number of lots (each leg), time of trade agreement and name of individual
authorised by the Participant to submit Block Trades.

Trade
Execution

Participant to Participant transaction (cross transaction for a single Participant)
submitted to the Exchange via the SYCOM® message facility immediately after the
agreement of all details of the trade.  All Participants to the trade then have a further
5 minutes to fax a completed official Block Trade form to the Exchange.

Trade
Approval
Process

Upon receipt of the Block Trade details, Exchange staff will confirm the following:
1) the difference between the time of trade agreement (as per the SYCOM®
message) and the time of receipt by the Exchange (as per the official Block Trade
fax); 2) whether the trade meets the minimum size threshold requirements for the
applicable contract(s); 3) the trading rights of the Participant; and 4) the price being
within any tolerance levels determined by the Exchange.

Subject to approval, Block Trade information will be disseminated approximately 5
minutes subsequent to receipt of the official Block Trade fax by the Exchange.
Participants should therefore note that approved Block Trades will be published to
the market approximately 10 minutes after Participants initially inform the
Exchange of the intended transaction via the SYCOM® message facility.

Trade
Publication

Information disseminated by the Exchange will be in the form of contract, expiry
month(s)/year(s), price, volume and Participant(s) and time of trade.

Conditions
of Trading

Participants may not aggregate separate orders to meet minimum threshold
requirements.  However, Participants may aggregate any orders greater than the
minimum threshold1.

There are no explicit price limits attached to Block Trades other than that they
should be ‘fair and reasonable’.  The Exchange reserves the right not to authorise
the Block Trade if it deems it to fall outside what is ‘fair and reasonable’.

No Block Trades will be permitted in those contract months with five business days
or less to expiry.  Furthermore, Block Trades are not permitted in those expiry
month(s) of contract(s) which have never traded.

Existing
Trading
Rules

All trades executed pursuant to the Trading Rules for Block Trades will be deemed
to have been made in accordance with the standard contractual and clearing
structures of the market.  However, Participants should note that the prohibitions
under Trading Rules TR.17.1(c)(v) (Withholding in Order to Cross), TR.18
(Disclosure of Information) and TR.19 (Pre-arrangement), will not apply to
transactions executed pursuant to the Trading Rules for Block Trades.

Applicable
Contracts &
Minimum
Thresholds

Minimum volume thresholds will be set on an individual contract basis and
monitored with a view to maintaining a desirable balance between Block Trade
business and that executed through the SYCOM® mechanism for any given
contract.

                                                
1 For example, if the minimum threshold is 500 lots, a buy order for 1,500 lots may be satisfied on the sell side
by one 1,000 lot order and one 500 lot order.


